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W.r.t. the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, President Morsi of Egypt
(Al Jazeera, June 10, 2013):

“All options are open [. . . ] If it loses one drop, our blood is
the alternative.”

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/africa/2013/06/201361144413214749.html


Former UN Secretary-Generals Boutros Boutros-Ghali (1988), Kofi Annan (2001),
Ban-Ki Moon (2007):

“The next war in the Middle East will be fought over water, not politics.”

“Fierce competition for fresh water may well become a source of conflict
and wars in the future.”

“The consequences for humanity are grave. Water scarcity threatens
economic and social gains and is a potent fuel for wars and conflict.”



Water as an economic good - some distinctive features

1. Mobility of water

water evaporates and seeps into the ground

sequential use and reuse (return flows)

hard to enforce excludability

hard to establish property rights to return flows

(Based on Hanemann (2006))



Water as an economic good - some distinctive features

2. . . .

Your turn:

5 minute breakout rooms

introduce yourself (camera!)

water vs. e.g. orange juice

be prepared to report back



Water as an economic good - some distinctive features

2. Variability of water

supply and demand varies spatially, temporally,
and quality-wise

multiple uses

matching supply and demand requires
infrastructure

also legal and institutional challenges (e.g.
priority in times of scarcity)



Water as an economic good - some distinctive features

3. Cost of water supply

(relatively) expensive to transport

fixed, long-lived, non-malleable capital to
supply

economies of scale (monopolies make sense)

substitutes very costly: inter-basin transfer
(China), desalination (Israel), bulk tankers
(Barcelona)



Water as an economic good - some distinctive features

4. Price of water

price often represents the physical supply costs
and not the scarcity value of the resource itself

water is often under-priced

some agricultural use only profitable due to
water- or energy- (for pumping groundwater)
subsidies



Water as an economic good - some distinctive features

5. Essentialness

essential good for human consumption

essential input for many production processes



Essential good . . .

Conflict or cooperation?

Background: 148 countries share 276 international rivers basins, comprising 45% of
global land area, 40% of global population, and 60% of global water flows.
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Conflict

Q: How many ‘wars’ have been fought over water in these 276
basins?

A: . . .

0

But: perhaps one, 4500 years ago (Babylonia), some almost (e.g. GERD), minor
skirmishes / local conflicts (see below), and water as a driver of war (e.g. Syria).

(Wolf, 1998)

Also: water as weapon/target: flooding, poisoning, restricting access (e.g. Ukraine
blocking Crimea canal in 2014)
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Q: How many international treaties have been signed over water in
these 276 basins?

A: . . .

250
Treaties cover 323 of 747 basin-country units (688 treaties if you include amendments,
Giordano et al., 2014)
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Example

The 1959 Nile Waters Agreement allocates 48,000 MCM/yr to Egypt and 4,000
MCM/yr to Sudan. Of the remaining flow, 34% is allocated to Egypt and 66% to
Sudan. 15 Million Egyptian pounds was paid for reservoir construction in Sudan.



Dominant view in the scientific literature

Cooperation over water dominates conflict over water

As a result: much research on determinants and consequences of river treaties.
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Determinants

Continent (Europe)
More riparians
Presence of hegemon
Relative basin size
Shared religion
Trade relations
GDP asymmetry
. . .

River treaty

(Espey and Towfique, 2004; Song and Whittington, 2004; Tir and Ackerman, 2009;
Dinar et al., 2010, 2011)



Determinants and Consequences

Continent (Europe)
More riparians
Presence of hegemon
Relative basin size
Shared religion
Trade relations
GDP asymmetry
. . .

River treaty Absence of conflict

(Espey and Towfique, 2004; Song and Whittington, 2004; Tir and Ackerman, 2009;
Dinar et al., 2010, 2011)
(McCaffrey, 2003; Brochmann and Hensel, 2011; Brochmann, 2012; Tir and Stinnett,
2012; Dinar et al., 2015)



Determinants

Continent (Europe)
More riparians
Presence of hegemon
Relative basin size
Shared religion
Trade relations
GDP asymmetry
. . .

BLABLA Absence of conflict

But what if treaties are only cheap talk?



Determinants

Continent (Europe)
More riparians
Presence of hegemon
Relative basin size
Shared religion
Trade relations
GDP asymmetry
. . .

e.g. Improved diplomacy Absence of conflict

Or what if there is some other mechanism at work?



Determinants

Continent (Europe)
More riparians
Presence of hegemon
Relative basin size
Shared religion
Trade relations
GDP asymmetry
. . .

River treaty River flow Absence of conflict

Check whether river treaties actually affect river flow



Data requirements

Data on treaties (year signed, riparian countries) from Oregon State University.
Data on river flow (monitoring stations at borders and upstream) from GRDC.
(+ Data on GDP/capita, precipitation, trade interdependence, treaty details etc.)

Table: Examples of monitoring stations in our dataset.

Station no. Monitoring Station Basin Treaty year

1897501 Ressano Garcia C.F. Incomati 1983
2550600 Chatara-Kothu Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna 1978
4352100 Lindero International Norte Colorado 1966
6212420 Fos Garonne 1963
6216500 Puente de Palmas Guadiana 1968
6246110 Lavant - Krottendorf Danube 1954
6549100 Solkani Isonzo 1957
6594080 Agan Naharayim Jordan 1995

https://transboundarywaters.science.oregonstate.edu/content/international-freshwater-treaties-database
https://www.bafg.de/GRDC/EN/Home/
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Empirical strategy
We exploit variation in river discharge over time and over monitoring stations.
(Exploit the fact that treaties, if they are effective, affect discharge at border stations
— but not upstream stations — in years following the signing of a treaty.)

Denote by dit the discharge at monitoring station i in relative year t, with t ∈ [−5, 5].
Our dependent variable uses discharge dit relative to pre-treaty average discharge d̄i as
follows:

yit ≡
(∣∣dit − d̄i

∣∣) /d̄i . (1)

Main model specification assumes that treaty impact is instantaneous and constant
from relative time t = 1 onward.

yit = αi + βDit + γPit + uit (2)

(Monitoring station fixed effect αi , standardized precipitation Pit , and treaty dummy Dit, equal to one
if a treaty has already been signed in relative year t (i.e. t ≥ 1) and the monitoring station is a border
station. The dummy is zero otherwise.)
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Result: 7% change in discharge, but not significant

Table: Impact of treaty on relative discharge.

(1) (2)

Treaty signed 0.0746∗ 0.0760∗

(0.0408) (0.0411)

Precipitation 0.127 0.470∗

(0.105) (0.269)

Precipitation2 −0.0659∗

(0.0379)

Constant 0.215∗∗∗ 0.263∗∗∗

(0.0218) (0.0182)

Station fixed effects X X
Control variables X
# Observations 287 287
# Clusters 27 27

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.



Result: Effect appears to be constant over time
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Figure: Event plot; blue dots indicate point estimates of the relative year dummies while the
shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval.



Result: Quite a bit of variation in the data
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Figure: Left panel: Discharge at border station by year for the 1966 Colorado treaty at the
US-Mexico border in blue and the 1954 Danube treaty at the Austria-Slovenia border in
orange. Right panel: similar, but replacing absolute by relative discharge, calculated as in (1).



Preliminary conclusions

Overall conclusion unaffected: cooperation dominates conflict
(But if treaties are cheap talk: perhaps cooperation is nothing more than
‘absence of conflict’?)

A substantial share of river treaties appear to be cheap talk.

Research on determinants and consequences of treaties needs to be more
careful.
(Is it really the treaty or is there some other mechanism?)
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